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The Berk–Breizman augmentation of the Vlasov–Maxwell system is widely used to model
self-consistent resonant excitation and damping of wave fields by evolving energetic particle
populations in magnetic fusion plasmas. The key model parameters are the particle annihilation rate
na , which drives bump-on-tail structure, and the linear wave damping rategd . A code, based on the
piecewise parabolic method, is used to integrate the fully nonlinear Berk–Breizman system of
equations across the whole (na ,gd) parameter space. The results of this code show that the system’s
behavior can be classified into one of four types, each of which occurs in a well-defined region of
parameter space: chaotic, periodic, steady state, and damped. The corresponding evolution in (x,v)
phase space is also examined. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539854#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Containment of the kinetic energy of alpha particles p
duced in deuterium–tritium reactions is critical to the su
cess of magnetic confinement fusion experiments with bu
ing plasmas. The 3.5 MeV kinetic energy of each fusio
produced alpha particle is required to heat electr
collisionally, which in turn heat deuterium and tritium ions
the temperature required to sustain thermonuclear react
Classically, containment of the alpha particles can
achieved if the size of the plasma is large compared to
banana width of trapped alpha particle orbits. However, e
if they are initially contained within the plasma, the alp
particles may undergo radial transport as a result of reso
interaction with magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! modes, and
in particular modes such as toroidal Alfve´n eigenmodes
which the alpha particles can themselves excite. A ma
theoretical and experimental effort is aimed at understand
resonant alpha particle interaction with collective MH
modes.

The Berk–Breizman augmentation of the Vlasov
Maxwell system1–7 reflects an effort to develop a numer
cally or algebraically tractable model for the self-consist
interaction between energetic particles and wave fields
fusion plasmas. It can be considered as a generalizatio
the theory of the electrostatic bump-on-tail instability, and
widely used as a basis for interpreting the interaction of
ergetic particles with collective modes in tokam
experiments.4,8–10

Previous theoretical work has been constrained to p

a!Electronic mail: richard.dendy@ukaea.org.uk
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ticular weakly nonlinear limiting parameter regimes, such
the case of weak damping5 or slow linear growth,6,8 and has
allowed only particular forms of particle distribution func
tion. For example, the assumption in previous work5,6 that
the bulk of the plasma is cold has meant that it has not b
possible to consider the effect of bulk heating by ene
transferred from the energetic particle population. Only w
a technique that allows investigation across the whole
parameter space can one study the full range of physics
arises from the Berk–Breizman model.

The present work provides, for the first time, numeric
solutions to the fully nonlinear set of model equations.
considering the time evolution of the electric field energy,
show that the system behavior can be classified into f
types, namely damped, steady state, periodic, and cha
Each type of behavior occurs in well-defined regions of p
rameter space. We present a diagram in parameter space
shows how the model’s behavior changes as key parame
are varied. By considering the system’s evolution in (x,v)
phase space, we also show that the underlying process
neric to all parameter values is competition between the
mation of the spatially uniform equilibrium distribution an
the formation of a phase space hole.

II. THE MODEL EQUATIONS

Throughout this paper we use the following represen
tion of the Berk–Breizman augmentation of the Vlasov
Maxwell system,

Dt f [] t f 1v ]xf 1E ]v f 5Q2naf , ~1!

] tE52E v~ f 2 f 0!dv2gdE, ~2!

where
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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f ~x,v,t !5
1

n0
3particle number distribution, ~3!

x5
1

lD
3displacement, ~4!

v5
1

vu
3velocity, ~5!

t5vp3time, ~6!

E~x,t !5
qs

msvuvp
3electric field. ~7!

Here the Debye lengthlD , the thermal velocityvu , and the
plasma frequencyvp satisfy

lD
2 5

e0kBTs

n0q2
, ~8!

vu
25

kBTs

m
, ~9!

vp
25

n0qs
2

mse0
. ~10!

The quantityTs does not represent the temperature of
particles ~which is not well-defined for a strongly non
Maxwellian distribution! but instead defines a normalizin
energy. We work in a spatially periodic box of lengthL; the
spatially averaged distribution function is denoted byf 0(v)
in Eq. ~2!, and the mean number density isn0 . The remain-
ing Berk–Breizman model parameters in Eqs.~1! and ~2!
are, as usual: the energetic particle source functionQ(v), the
particle annihilation ratena(v), and the combined effect
gd , of all background damping mechanisms that act on
electric field.

We reduce the number of parameters in the system
rewriting the time evolution equation for the distributio
function, Eq.~1!, as

Dt f 52na~ f 2F0!, ~11!

where

F0~v !5
Q~v !

na
. ~12!

We note that ifna.0, thenf (x,v,t)5F0(v) is the spatially
uniform steady state solution of Eq.~11!.

Whilst our objective is to study the fully nonlinear sy
tem, we must first address the linear stability of the init
distribution. Consider first a small perturbation from this u
form steady state solutionF0(v), and make the ansatz tha
the perturbed quantities are of the form

f 1 ,E1;exp@ i ~kx2v8t !1g8t#1c.c., ~13!

wherek, v8, andg8 are all purely real. Linearizing Eqs.~1!
and ~2!, we derive the Landau-type dispersion relation

g81gd2 iw5E
G

v dvF0

~g81na!1 i ~kv2v8!
dv, ~14!
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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where G is the appropriate Landau contour. Note that th
implicit dispersion relation may have more than one solut
for (g8,v8). We define thelinear growth rateg @which is a
function of gd and na , and depends on the distributio
F0(v)] as the most positiveg8 ~or equivalently the leas
negative, if the system is damped! for which the linearized
dispersion relation Eq.~14! can be satisfied; the frequenc
corresponding to the growth rateg85g is denoted byv. A
spatially uniform distributionF0(v) is considered to belin-
early stablewith respect to small perturbations of the for
given in Eq.~13! if the linear growth rateg is less than zero.
For a particular initial distributionF0(v), we definegL to be
the linear growth rate that would be possessed by the sys
in the absence of background damping or particle injecti
that is, for the casena5gd50.

Motivated by the study of beam-plasma interactions,
choose the initial distribution to be a bump-on-tail distrib
tion of the form

F0~v !5Fbulk1Fbeam, ~15!

where

Fbulk5
h

vcA2p
expS 2

1

2 S v
vc

D 2D , ~16!

Fbeam5
12h

v tA2p
expS 2

1

2 S v2vb

v t
D 2D ; ~17!

an example is shown in Fig. 1. Using Eq.~15!, Eq. ~11!
becomes

Dt f 5naFbeam2na~ f 2Fbulk!, ~18!

where the first term on the right-hand side models the ef
of energetic particles injected into the system and the sec
term is mathematically similar to a number conserving c
lision operator@compare Ref. 12, Eq.~3!#.

Berk, Breizman, and co-workers5,6 have taken the bulk
plasma to be cold@vc /vb→0 in Eq.~16!# and the beam to be
warm @v t /vb@1 in Eq. ~17!#. In addition, in Refs. 5 and 6
na ,g!v, andna is a function of velocity that acts only on
the beam@na(v)50 for uvu!1]. In this case the linearized
dispersion relation reduces from the complicated implicit E

FIG. 1. Bump-on-tail velocity distribution of the form given in Eq.~15!,
with the parameters that are used in the main simulations described be
h590%, vc51.0, v t50.5, andvb54.5.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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~14! to a simple explicit algebraic equation, which yields t
linearized dispersion relation equations forv andg @cf. Ref.
5, Eq. ~22!#,

v25h, ~19!

2gL5pvk22~]vF0!v/k , ~20!

2~gL2g!5gd . ~21!

Note that in this approximationv is independent ofgd and
na . As a result, the resonant phase velocityv res5v/k and
the linear growth rategL depend only on the choice of dis
tribution functionF0(v). Note also that in this approxima
tion g depends linearly ongd and is independent ofna . So
the linear stability threshold for a particularF0(v) is the line
gd52gL in (gd ,na) parameter phase space.

In the fully nonlinear simulations described below, w
specify an initial distribution

f ~x,v,t50!5~11a coskx!F0~v !, ~22!

wherek52p/L and a!1 is the amplitude of a small per
turbation of the spatially uniform solutionF0(v) defined in
Eq. ~15!. We then compute and study its time evolution. T
initial electric field is calculated from Poisson’s equation,

]xE5E
2`

1`

f ~v ! dv21 ~23!

which implies

E~x,t50!5a coskxE
2`

1`

F0~v ! dv. ~24!

It follows that the system must either oscillate or reac
steady state. Recall the initial conditions given by Eqs.~22!
and ~24!. If the distributionF0 is linearly stable, then ast
increases,E→0 and f→F0 . If F0 is linearly unstable, then
the electric field and spatial perturbation initially grow exp
nentially, at a rate defined approximately by the line
growth rateg obtained from the linearized dispersion rel
tion Eq. ~14!. This linear phase continues until the spatia
averaged distribution functionf 0(v) begins to flatten in the
velocity regionv'v/k, as shown in Fig. 2. This flattenin
decreases the growth rate of both the electric field and

FIG. 2. Plot of a portion of the spatially averaged distribution functi
f 0(v). The dashed line represents the initial distributionF0(v); the solid
line shows how the distribution flattens at the mode’s phase velocity
result of particle trapping.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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spatial perturbation. As the effect of the beam drive d
creases, the external damping~at a rategd) becomes signifi-
cant. However, the distribution is being reconstituted at a r
na . These two processes compete. We show in Append
that, for positivegd and na , the total system energy i
bounded. Therefore the wave energy must either oscil
~perhaps nonperiodically! or reach a steady state. Arguing o
the basis of energy balance, Berk, Breizman, and Ye5 show
that, in the case of weak damping (gd ,na small!, the system
undergoes relaxation oscillations forna,gd and saturates to
a steady state forna.gd . Near marginal stabilityg→0,
Berk, Breizman, and Pekker6 have developed a perturbativ
description which allows the oscillation/saturation thresh
to be calculated asn5ncr[4.38g.

While the weak damping and marginal stability resu
provide a valuable guide to some aspects of the syste
behavior, no quantitative description has previously been
tained to describe the system’s fully nonlinear behavior o
large regions of (gd ,na) space. In the present work, we pro
vide a quantitative treatment that can be applied to Eqs.~1!
and ~2! for any choice of initial velocity distributionF0(v)
and across the whole of (gd ,na) parameter space.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

Our numerical algorithm for the solution of Eqs.~1! and
~2! relies on combining the methods of Strang splitting13 and
the piecewise parabolic method.15 It is a logical development
of the method of Cheng and Knorr;14 a full account is given
in Arber and Vann.11

We write Eqs.~1! and ~2! in the form

] tZ5(
j 51

4

Yj@Z#, ~25!

where the vectorZ5( f ,E) and

Y1@Z#5~2v ]xf , 0!, ~26!

Y2@Z#5~Q2naf , 0!, ~27!

Y3@Z#5S 0, 2E v~ f 2 f 0!dv2gdED , ~28!

Y4@Z#5~2E ]v f ,0!. ~29!

We can then apply the Strang splitting formula,

FY
t@Z0#5FY1

~1/2! t
+FY2

~1/2! t
+FY3

~1/2! t
+FY4

t
+FY3

~1/2! t

+FY2

~1/2! t
+FY1

~1/2! t@Z0#1O~ t3!, ~30!

where the flow operatorF is defined by

$] tZ5Y@z# andZ~ t50!5Z0% ⇒ Z~ t !5FY
t @Z0# ~31!

and the compositionV+W(x)[V(W(x)).
We note that each of the operatorsYj modifies only one

of f andE. Consequently it is possible to solve exactly forY2

~at constantE) andY3 ~at constantf ). We are then left with
two equations of the form,

] tU1c ]jU50, ~32!

a
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wherec is independent ofU and j. These advection equa
tions are solved via the piecewise parabolic method.15 This
method is monotonicity preserving and does not accent
already existing extrema. It has been shown11 that this
method performs well as the advection component of
Vlasov-solving algorithm. We note that flux conservati
schemes such as the piecewise parabolic method do not
a stability condition on the Courant numberl5Dt/cDj of
the forml,lc . However, as we describe below, one mig
wish to impose a condition on the maximum value that
Courant number is permitted to attain, of the forml,lmax

in the interests of accuracy.

IV. CHOICE OF MODEL PARAMETERS

The physical parameters of the model one would like
study coupled with considerations concerning numerical f
sibility determine a sensible choice of coding parameters.
example is phase space resolution; it is important to us
sufficient number of grid points so that important structu
are reproduced accurately, but one must not use too m
grid points, otherwise the required computer time is unn
essarily large.

Few particles in the beam~hence largeh) and a large
beam temperature~largev t /vb) imply a small linear bump-
on-tail drive gL}(]vF0)v/k . As a result, the width of the
region in velocity space over which the distribution functi
is flattened is small, as is the amplitude of any wave mode
is numerically problematic that the qualitative nature of t
system’s behavior depends on (]v f )v5v/k : since any numeri-
cal scheme is dissipative, it causes regions of the distribu
that are flattened because of particle trapping to posse
gradient which is nearer than it should be to the gradien
the surrounding distribution. In particular, in the bump-o
tail problem this effect can cause a steady state system
acquire an artificial linear drive. A cold bulk~with smallvc)
has a similar numerical problem—specifically that numeri
diffusion causes artificial heating of the bulk.

The initial distribution parameters in Eqs.~16!, ~17!, and
~22! are chosen ash590%, vc51.0, v t50.5, vb54.5, a
51%. This velocity distribution is plotted in Fig. 1. W
show in Appendix B that, for this choice of initial distribu
tion, the system is restricted touvu,vmax58 ~indicated by
particle conservation to within one part in 1012) and that
Nx5128 points inx, with corresponding grid spacingDx
5L/128, andNv51025 points inv, with grid spacingDv
52vmax/Nv , are sufficient to capture the system’s structu
We have also chosen the timestep at each time to be
largest such thatDt<0.1 and the Courant numberl<lmax

53.
If the electric field is very small, the particles arefree

streaming: they experience phase space advection only in
x-direction. Therefore the phase space linev5v j keeps re-
covering the same state with periodT5L/v j . Since we are
working on a discrete uniform Eulerian grid, the system th
develops an unphysical temporal periodicity under this s
tial advection: the phase space lines are regularly spaced
distanceDv, so the entire grid is periodic with the perio
TR[L/Dv ~i.e., the period of the phase space line w
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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smallest nonzerouvu). This phenomenon is known asrecur-
rence and TR is called therecurrence time. Note first that
recurrence only occurs when the particles are free stream
This is the case when the advection in thev-direction is
small compared to the advection in thex-direction so that
Ē TR&Dv, whereĒ is some measure of the average elect
field amplitude. Second, the addition of distribution recons
tution to the Vlasov equation gives our system a fin
memory of length;na

21 . So, given our other choices o
numerical parameters, we have a recurrence timeTR

51344vp
21 , while the numerics will only show this recur

rence if Ē&531025 and na&231023. Detailed bench-
marking for the choice of numerical parameters is descri
in Appendix B.

The simulations were performed on a cluster of 1.4 G
PCs; MPI was used for efficient load sharing between nod
A simulation with an end time oft53000vp

21 takes approxi-
mately 90 min on a single processor. On a 32 node clus
this enables, for example, the 1405 simulations required
the generation of Fig. 3 below to be performed in less tha
days. As recently as 1997 a single simulation of this len
would have been described as ‘‘very long’’ in the literature16

V. RESULTS: CHARACTERIZATION OF BEHAVIORS

We choose a quantity that reflects the state of the sys
described by Eqs.~1! and ~2!, compute its evolution with
time, and characterize the resultant time series. The qua
we have chosen is the spatially averaged electric field ene
density,

A~ t !5
1

LE0

L

E~x,t !2dx. ~33!

As we shall see, one can categorize the behavior ofA with
time t as being in one of four categories in the limitt→`:

FIG. 3. Characterization of the behavior of the Berk–Breizman sys
across the entire (gd ,na) parameter space; note the logarithmic scale on
verticalna axis. The four types of behavior occur in well-defined regions
the parameter space. The solid line is the linear stability threshold, comp
numerically directly from the dispersion relation Eq.~14!; the damped-to-
steady-state border agrees well with this calculation, which confirms
recurrence is not a significant effect.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 4. Different phenomenological regimes of the Berk–Breizman model are represented here by plots of electric field energyA(t) (3103) versus timet.
In each plot, the background electric field dampinggd51.0; the particle injection ratena is decreased as we proceed through the plots~a!–~f!.
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~1! Damped:A(t)→0;
~2! Steady state:A(t)→A`.0;
~3! Periodic: there existsT.0 such thatA(t1T)→A(t)

for all tP@ t,t1T#;
~4! Chaotic:A is bounded, but does not fall into one of th

previous categories.

We show in Appendix A that, forna ,gdÞ0, the total
system energy is bounded. This implies thatA(t) is also
bounded and therefore that the list of categories forA(t) is
complete. We note that it is possible that the system m
display nonperiodic bounded behavior that is phase sp
filling and yet is not chaotic; motion on a torus for irration
winding number is of this type. To distinguish between the
two types of behavior, it is helpful to study the Lyapuno
spectrum of the system: specifically, chaos requires
nearby trajectories diverge, or equivalently, that there ex
at least one positive Lyapunov exponent. Application of
method of Rosensteinet al.17 indicates that, for paramete
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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values (gd ,na) that produce nonperiodic behavior, there e
ists a positive Lyapunov exponent and therefore the syste
indeed chaotic.

Appendix C describes how we categorize the time se
into one of these four types.

We have performed runs of length 3000vp
21 in the pa-

rameter region 0<gd,3.5, 0.01<na,nmax, where nmax

5min(0.35,exp(2gd)) is chosen to be above the linear st
bility threshold as computed by direct numerical solution
the dispersion relation Eq.~14!. The computed behavior o
the fully nonlinear Berk–Breizman system@Eqs.~1! and~2!#
can then be characterized across the whole of (gd ,na) pa-
rameter space as shown in Fig. 3. We remark that prev
work applies only near the originna5gd50 or near the
linear stability thresholdg50. Both regimes are relevant t
present day experiments and therefore so is the interve
region. We note that the four types of behavior are prin
pally restricted to well defined regions in parameter spa
although there are some outliers, primarily on the borders
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 5. Plots of the distribution func-
tion in (x,v) phase space. The portio
of the plot forv,0 is omitted. These
figures show the distribution function
at the extreme values ofA(t) for the
point in parameter space (gd ,na)
5(1.000,0.03548), which lies within
the periodic regime. There is the bul
dense plasma foruvu&2. ~a! shows the
distribution when the electric field en
ergy A(t) is at a minimum. The
plasma is quite homogenous and fe
particles are trapped. In~b!, A(t) is at
a maximum;A has increased by a fac
tor of 10 from ~a!. A large number of
particles are trapped in the phase spa
hole.
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the periodic region. These points are a result of the numer
limitations placed on time series correlation outlined towa
the end of Appendix C. One can reasonably conjecture
the regions are simply connected and that this would
shown by longer computations. The agreement between
linear stability threshold computed directly from the disp
sion relation Eq.~14! ~displayed as a solid line! and the
damped-to-steady-state boundary tends to confirm our a
ment that recurrence does not have a significant effect
illustrate the bifurcation path and examples of the four typ
of behavior, we have taken a cut along a vertical line
parameter space atgd51; representative plots are shown
Figs. 4~a! to 4~f! for decreasing values ofna .

~a! For largena , the fully nonlinear solution~solid line!
exhibits damped behavior. The electric field ener
A(t) goes to zero with a well-defined decay rate.~We
again note that there is no recurrence effect.! The
dashed line represents the corresponding approxim
dispersion relation solutiong520.0128 from Eq.
~14!; we note that there is good agreement between
fully nonlinear solutions and the linear analytical a
proximation.

~b! As na is reduced,A(t) initially grows exponentially.
and then saturates at some nonzero value. The exa
here is underdamped in the sense that it continue
oscillate many times about the saturation value. B
overdamped and critically damped cases also occu

~c! As na is further decreased, the system enters a tra
tional regime where it is difficult to classify the beha
ior.

~d! The system enters a broad region of periodic behav
Periodic orbits of this system seem often to featu
pairs of peaks—a large peak followed by a smal
peak.

~e! At still lower na , the system goes through a compl
set of bifurcations on the path to chaos. The first bif
cation ~shown here! would appear to be the first of
period doubling sequence, as proposed by Heeteret al.
~Ref. 9!. However, preliminary results from muc
longer runs across a small cut in parameter space
gest that this is not the case.

~f! As na is further reduced, the system becomes chao
That the Berk–Breizman system possesses a cha
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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regime reinforces the earlier conjecture~made on the
basis of a multiple scales argument! that such a regime
exists.6 However, a quantitative analysis of our resu
shows that the chaos is not the sort of avalanch
chaos observed in the numerical simulations of Be
Breizman, and Pekker.7 The chaotic regime is extensiv
in parameter space; it is observed for a broad range
gd but only for weakna ~see Fig. 3!.

The temporal evolution of the distribution functio
f (x,v,t) in (x,v) phase space is shown in Fig. 5 by tw
snapshots off taken when the system is in its periodic pha
with (gd ,na)5(1.000,0.03548). The snapshots are taken
the minimum and maximum values of the electric field e
ergy A(t), which differ by a factor of 10 between the tw
pictures. We note that smallA corresponds to a largely uni
form distribution, whilst largeA corresponds to significan
spatial structure in (x,v) phase space. Moreover, the stru
ture is a particle phase space hole: particles are trapped in
potential of the electric field wave mode. The wave mo
and the phase space hole, have a characteristic velo
which can be read off the velocity axis@the phase of the
pictures shown here has been shifted for clarity so that
maximum value of the electric fieldE(x,t) occurs at the
edge of the plots#.

One may also perform simulations for different shap

FIG. 6. Alternative bump-on-tail distributions. The warm beam distributi
(h590%, vc50.5, v t51.0) is plotted as the dashed line, and the wa
bulk distribution (h595%,vc52.0, v t50.5) as the solid line. In both case
~as before! the mean beam velocityvb54.5.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. Classification of the behavio
found in (gd ,na) parameter space for
the alternative initial distributions of
Fig. 6: ~a! warm beam;~b! warm bulk.
~For the symbol key, please refer t
Fig. 3.! There is strong similarity be-
tween these two categorization dia
grams and that shown in Fig. 3, sug
gesting that the bifurcation path is
robust to changes in the initial distri
bution. The small beam gradient~in
the warm beam case! and the small
beam width~in the warm bulk case! is
likely to cause the numerical results t
be slightly less accurate.
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of bump-on-tail distribution. Two further examples we ha
investigated are shown in Fig. 6, namely a warm beam
tribution and a warm bulk distribution. The correspondi
phenomenology of the Berk–Breizman system is shown
Fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that current numeri
techniques and computer resources make it possible to
erate accurate solutions for the fully nonlinear Ber
Breizman augmentation of the Vlasov–Maxwell system. F
the first time, the full range of (na ,gd) parameter space ha
been explored, and the corresponding system behavior
egorized. Physical understanding is aided by the deploym
of numerical diagnostics in (x,v) space, as well as for th
time dependence of field amplitude. A new chaotic regi
for field amplitude evolution has been rigorously identifie
and its boundaries established. Where appropriate, ou
sults confirm, and are benchmarked by, earlier results in
cific limiting parameter regimes that were obtained us
analytical approximations. The successful track record
analytical solutions of the Berk–Breizman system in ass
ing interpretation of experimental observations of interact
energetic particle populations and MHD modes in tokam
is well known. We anticipate that access to fully nonline
solutions of this system over a greatly extended param
range, gained from the present work, will lead to furth
interpretive developments.
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APPENDIX A: TO SHOW THAT THE TOTAL SYSTEM
ENERGY IS BOUNDED

The spatially averaged mean total energy density in
system isH5T1A, where the kinetic contribution is give
by

T~ t !5
1

LE0

LE
2`

1`

v2f ~x,v,t ! dv dx ~A1!
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and A(t) is the spatially averaged electric field energy d
fined by Eq.~33!. The rate of change ofH follows from the
corresponding moments of Eqs.~1! and ~2! and is given by

dtH5K2naT22gdA ~A2!

<K2min~na ,2gd! H. ~A3!

Here K>0 is a constant determined by the injection dist
bution @see Eq.~18!#. It follows that

H.Hmax[
K

min~na,2gd!
⇒ dtH,0. ~A4!

So, forna.0 andgd.0, an upper bound on the total energ
exists.

APPENDIX B: BENCHMARKING

To test whether our choice of coding parameters is
propriate, we have performed runs at a number of differ
values of the physical parameters (gd ,na) for various
choices of the numerical parametersNv , Nx , Dtmax. In this
section we display the results for one particular parame
value. This point (gd ,na)5(3.1,0.01) in parameter space
chosen because it is close to the boundary between two
gions of different qualitative behavior@in this case near the
linear stability thresholdg50 as computed from the dispe
sion relation Eq.~14!#, and a prime concern is that the choic
of coding parameters should not govern the qualitative
ture of the system’s behavior or the bifurcation path in p
rameter space. We remark that the condition for the rob
ness of the categorization diagram Fig. 3 is much l
stringent than the condition for the quantitative converge
of time series. We refer to the results shown in Fig. 8.

~a! Varying the velocity space resolution. AtNv5257,
recurrence effects dominate and the wrong qualitative beh
ior is produced. AtNv5513, the correct qualitative behavio
is recovered, but there is still significant quantitative err
As Nv is further increased, the time series converges qua
tatively at the resolution of the graphical plot.

~b! Varying the temporal and spatial resolutions. We fi
that neither an increase inDtmax ~corresponding to an in-
crease inlmax) nor an increase in the number of points inx
space leads to a significant quantitative change inA(t). We
infer that our choices ofDtmax50.1 andNx5128 provide
sufficiently high resolution for convergence.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 8. Time seriesA(t) for physical
parameters (gd ,na)5(3.1,0.01) and
various coding parameters.~a! We
vary Nv and observe quantitative con
vergence~at the resolution of the plot!
at Nv51025. ~b! We lower the resolu-
tion in both time and space and ob
serve no significant quantitative
change in solution. Again we infer
convergence.
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For points (gd ,na) far from category boundaries, w
find even better quantitative agreement for the time se
generated.

APPENDIX C: NUMERICAL CATEGORIZATION
OF TIME SERIES

In the analysis we consider a time window 0,tmin

,tmax, with A(t) sampled with a periodDt ~which may be
larger than the computational time step!. The objective is to
choosetmin sufficiently large that transient behavior has di
out before the start of the analysis time window. We note t
this is not always possible to guarantee and discuss be
the impact of this difficulty on categorization. We havetmax

2tmin5(N21)Dt for some positive integerN so that we have
N data pointsAj5A(tmin1j Dt), where j P@0,N21#. Then
we can define:

~i! The mean valuêA &5( j 50
N21Aj /N;

~ii ! The global minimumAmin5minj$Aj% and maximum
Amax5maxj$Aj%;

~iii ! The set labeling local minimaSmin5$jPN:Aj

,min$Aj61%%, and similarlySmax.

For any 0, j <N/2, we define the correlation window
lengthNj to be the largest integer such thatNj<N/ j and the
window function by Bi5Al2^A &, where l 5N
2( imodNj ). We then write the two point correlation func
tion as

Rj5S (
i 50

Nj 21

BiBi 1 j D Y S (
i 50

Nj 21

Bi
2D . ~C1!

The overall correlationR5maxj$Rj%. We save time in the
computation ofR by making the assumption thatRj will be
large only whenj corresponds to the time difference betwe
local extrema. We have chosentmin51000vp

21 , tmax

53000vp
21, andDt50.5. We then proceed through the fo

lowing decision tree:

~1! IF ^A &,e1510212 THENdamped
~2! ELSE IF A(t) is monotonic AND (Amax2Amin)/^A &

,e255% THENsteady state
~3! ELSE IF A(t) is monotonically decreasingTHEN-

damped
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~4! ELSE IF

~a! the system is oscillating about a value to which it
tending ~i.e., for all i . j , (i , j PSmin⇒Ai,Aj) AND
( i , j PSmax⇒Ai.Aj)), OR

~b! (Amax2Amin)/^A &,e351%, OR
~c! (Amax2Amin),e451029

THENsteady state
~5! ELSE IF R.12e5575% THENperiodic
~6! ELSE IF number of extrema is not less than fourTHEN

nonperiodic

We note that this decision tree cannot correctly class
periodic behavior if the period is greater than half the len
of the sampling window—it is either classified as nonpe
odic or not classified at all. Similarly, working with simula
tions of finite time, we cannot guarantee that the system
not at some later time settle down to a periodic orbit,
example. Given more computer time, one could run lon
simulations and increase the threshold correlation value. A
result, the choice of correlation threshold is the most diffic
to make. The behavior of the system on the border of
periodic region is complicated, as discussed above, and
are subject to both the numerical issues just outlined.
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